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Dwight Eisenhower’s first presidential airplane,
Lockheed VC-121A Constellation USAF s/n 48-610
Columbine, had been parked at a small desert airport
near Tucson, Arizona, since May 2003 and until

recently its future seemed bleak. That all changed in April
2015 when Karl Stoltzfus, founder and chairman of Dynamic
Aviation, purchased this historic aircraft and an amazing year-
long restoration began. The VC-121A flew for the first time
in almost 13-years on 19 March 2016, when a four-man flight
crew consisting of pilot Lockie Christler, copilot Scott
McDonald, and flight engineers Tom
Woodward and Tim Coons successfully
completed a one-hour test flight. No
significant issues were found during
the flight and the aircraft was
deemed fit to embark on a flight
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across the United States to Dynamic’s headquarters in
Bridgewater, Virginia.

At 9:38 am Monday morning, 21 March, Columbine
departed Marana Regional Airport for perhaps the final time
and headed east for its first stop at The Mid America Flight
Museum (Mt. Pleasant, Texas). The museum had its B-25J
accompany the flight along with a Dynamic Aviation King
Air. The two aircraft kept a close watch on the Constellation
during its 4.5-hour flight to Mt. Pleasant, where they were
greeted by a large and enthusiastic gathering of admirers. Scott
Glover and the folks at the museum had provided invaluable
assistance during the restoration and a stop at the museum’s
headquarters had been planned to allow members to see the
aircraft in action. Mt. Pleasant is also about mid-point on the
journey to Virginia and the stop would also allow mechanics to
inspect the airplane and correct any issues before continuing.

The original plan was for Columbine to depart Mt. Pleasant
on Tuesday morning but sometimes things don’t go quite as
planned with old airplanes and some minor fuel leaks delayed
Columbine’s departure until Wednesday morning. The Mid
America Flight Museum issued the following post Tuesday
afternoon on their Facebook page. “Good afternoon friends…
Columbine II had some fuel leaks that had to be addressed
before continued flight to Bridgewater.
The aircraft’s owner sent his King Air
to San Antonio for
some gaskets of all

things. By the end
of the day the leaks were fixed but not

enough to time to make the 4+-hour flight to
its final destination. So the crew is staying in Mt
Pleasant another night. Plans are for the aircraft
to leave by 9:00 am.” 

By 8:40 am Wednesday morning, all
four R-3350 engines were running and

Columbine and the King Air departed for
Bridgewater on schedule. Clouds had replaced the clear
blue skies of Monday and Tuesday, with afternoon thunder-
storms in the forecast. The first part of the flight was flown
below 3000-ft to stay clear of clouds but further east the
weather improved and the two aircraft climbed to more suit-
able altitudes for the remainder of the flight. By 1:00 pm local
time they had reached southwest Virginia and landed safely in
Bridgewater an hour later. As in Mt. Pleasant, they were
greeted by a large contingent.

Cosmetic restoration will continue in Bridgewater,
where the aircraft’s Eisenhower era VIP interior will be
replicated. In addition, the exterior will be polished and a
multitude of small, but important, cosmetic issues will be
addressed. Once this is completed, Karl plans on putting
her on the airshow circuit where she will hopefully join
VC-121A Bataan at some point (see Air Classics April).

This article recounts the 65+ years of ups and downs
in the life of this amazing aircraft. Only through the good
graces of previous owners Mel Christler and Harry Oliver
did the aircraft survive into the 21st Century. Now
through the foresight and generosity of new owner Karl
Stoltzfus, the aircraft appears to have a secure future.

Constellation 48-610 came off the production line at
Burbank in late 1948 and was accepted by the Air Force’s
MATS At- lantic Division on 22 December 1948. It
was immedi- ately bailed on contract to Lockheed for
shuttle flights between McArthur Field, New York, and
Keflavik, Ice- land, in support of the Keflavik main-
tenance base. Upon return to the USAF in November
1949, it was flown to Burbank for conversion to VIP

configuration and redesignated a VC-121A.
Assigned to the Washington National Airport
based 1254 ATS (SM), it was used by the
Secretary of the Air Force from February
1950 to November 1952.

Eisenhower, then President-elect, first
flew on her during a marathon trip to Korea
in late 1952. The 74-hr trip was veiled in secrecy and covered
18,000-mi between 29 November and 14 December 1952.

ember 1954 by the
third Columbine, VC-121E

Super Constellation 53-7885. She
was designated the primary backup aircraft until November
1959, except for a short period in May and June of 1955
when Pan American operated the aircraft as Clipper Fortuna
with the registration N9907F. President Eisenhower’s last
flight on 48-610 occurred during a trip from Augusta,
Georgia, to Washington, DC, on 25 October 1959.

Stripped of its Columbine markings, the aircraft was uti-
lized as a VIP transport with the 1254th ATW at Washington
National Airport and later with the 89th MAW (SM) at

Connie 48-610 officially became the presidential aircraft in
January 1953 and was named Columbine, after the official
flower of Mrs. Eisenhower’s home state of Colorado. She was
actually the second VC-121A used by Eisenhower named
Columbine. The first, 48-614, was assigned to him during the
early 1950s when he served in Europe as the Supreme
Commander, SHAPE. This aircraft is currently preserved and
on display at the Pima Air
and Space Museum in
Tucson, Arizona.
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